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Enclosed is our report on the audit of the Fire Department’s payroll process. The audit was
conducted in accordance with our annual work program. This report presents all audit issues and
corresponding recommendations.
The Internal Auditing Division will conduct a follow-up review regarding implementation of
recommendations. The results of the follow-up review will be reported to the Audit Committee.
We would like to thank the Fire Department and Human Resources Department staff for their
assistance during the audit.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Internal Auditing Division performed an audit of the Baton Rouge Fire Department’s (BRFD)
payroll process. The audit objectives included 1) determining the efficiency and effectiveness of
their payroll process; 2) determining the adequacy of internal controls over the process; and 3)
determining if BRFD was complying with City-Parish policies and procedures and other applicable
laws and regulations. The audit primarily covered fiscal years 2020 and 2021.

AUDIT ISSUES


BRFD’s Payroll Process Lacked Internal Controls - The payroll process lacked accountability
and comprehensive oversight and had few functioning internal controls. Crucial payroll
duties were performed by only one Payroll Clerk. BRFD supervisors did not review input in
Roll Call, ExecuTime, or Munis. There was no review or approval of the complete payroll. As
a result, employees were paid incorrectly, employees’ leave was charged incorrectly, BRFD
policies were not followed, and there were instances of potential fraud, waste, and abuse.



Sick Leave Counted as Hours Worked - From October 2018 through March 2021, the Payroll
Clerk claimed and was paid $3,256 in overtime that she computed by counting sick leave as
hours worked. In some cases, sick leave was taken on the say day or within the same week.
No one reviewed the duty roster recording her daily attendance. No one reviewed her payroll
input or reviewed a check register after payroll was processed. The Payroll Clerk was the
former Fire Chief’s designated representative for certifying BRFD’s entire bi-weekly payroll.



Employees Paid Overtime During COVID-19 Absences - BRFD staff paid overtime to
employees who were absent for Covid-19 illness or quarantine. BRFD coded the absences as
“Special Assignment” and paid employees as if they were present, including payment of
scheduled overtime. There were 267 employees coded as “Special Assignment” with an
average assignment period of twelve days.



Perfect Attendance Compensatory Time Calculated Incorrectly - BRFD incorrectly changed
accrual rates for Perfect Attendance Compensatory Time Earned (PACE) hours. This resulted
in over accruals by 98 employees of 3,676 PACE hours, with a current value of approximately
$113,000.



Leave Omitted from Payroll - The Payroll Clerk intentionally omitted the input of leave or did
not input leave correctly resulting in incorrect accrual balances and records for multiple
employees. We identified 1080 hours of vacation used, sick leave used, and compensatory
time taken that were not input into ExecuTime or Munis.



Undercharge of Vacation Usage for Communications Division Employees - Since 2019,
vacation leave for the Communications Division was consistently input as six hours rather
than eight hours resulting in an under charge of approximately 1,338 hours.
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BRFD Lacked an Approved Written Policy for Overtime Pay for 56-hour Employees - The
calculation of overtime pay for 56-hour per week employees is based on a verbal agreement
with a previous Mayor approximately 20 years ago. The policy is not documented or included
in the union contract. In the agreement, overtime is calculated on 109 hours which is more
generous than the 114 hours stated in Fair Labor Standards Act and state law.



BRFD “Off with Relief” and “Present Working for Someone” Policies Employees received scheduled overtime pay although they were not actually present for each
shift during the overtime period. BRFD Standard Operating Guidelines allow employees to be
Off with Relief (OWR) while another employee works their shift.
OWR is not included as hours worked in the union contract, however, BRFD counted these
hours towards overtime. And, seven employees were allowed to exceed BRFD’s 12-day limit
of using OWR.
Similarly, BRFD allowed employees to exceed the 72-hour limit on consecutive work hours
when they were Present Working for Someone. The three employees with the highest
number of instances exceeded the limit six, seven, and 22 times by 24 to 96 hours.



Temporary Modified Duty Assignments Allowed to Exceed Policy Limit - Between 2015 and
2020, seven temporary modified duty (TMD) assignments exceeded the 90-day limit
established by departmental policy. Six exceeded the limit by a range of 28 to 122 days.
However, one employee was on TMD assignment for 921 days (2.5 years). The conclusion of
his TMD assignment coincided with his completion of the five year Deferred Retirement
Option Program (DROP) and his retirement.



Lag in Processing Personnel Actions for Employee Merits and Promotions – BRFD staff
delayed input of personnel actions resulting in delayed pay and promotions. The average lag
time was 22 days, however, one promotion was not input for 307 days. Untimely inputs
resulted in delayed merit increases for twelve BFRD employees for a total of $9,990. In two
extreme cases, one employee did not receive a merit increase for 44 pay periods resulting in
back pay of $4,337 and another employee’s merit increase was delayed by 30 pay periods
resulting in in back pay of $2,230.

As indicated in his response, the Interim Fire Chief has implemented corrective actions. He revised
their payroll process to segregate payroll duties and he added reviews and approvals to the process.
He obtained payroll training for five Fire Records Clerks. Additionally, BRFD is working with Human
Resources to resolve additional issues noted in the audit. See his full response on page 38.
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CHAPTER ONE - BACKGROUND, OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, &
METHODOLOGY
BACKGROUND
Chapter Seven of the Plan of Government states there shall be a Fire Department for City of Baton
Rouge. It directs the Fire Chief to “make rules and regulations, consistent with this Plan of
Government, the ordinances of the Council and the laws of the state, concerning the operation
of the Fire Department…”
The Baton Rouge Fire Department (BRFD) currently operates nineteen fire stations, and employs
542 personnel throughout its eight divisions. The largest division is the Fire Suppression Division.
Pay Laws and Policies
Pay and advancement for BRFD employees are governed by Louisiana municipal fire and police
civil service laws, the federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), and the contract between the City
of Baton Rouge and the Baton Rouge Fire Fighters’ Local 557 International Association of Fire
Fighters, AFL-CIO (union contract). These laws and contract regulate schedules, pay, benefits,
and processes for hiring, promotions, and grievances. Their personnel actions are administered
by both the City-Parish Human Resources Department and the Municipal Fire and Police Civil
Service Board (MFPCSB).
BRFD uses two additional policies, BRFD Rules & Regulations and BRFD Standard Operating
Guidelines. The Rules & Regulations were adopted by the Metropolitan Council on 1/8/1997.
The Standard Operating Guidelines are departmental policies and procedures.
Work Hours
Fire Suppression and Hazardous Materials Divisions’ employees work an average of 56 hours per
week. Communications Division’s employees work 42 hours per week, and employees in other
divisions, such as Administration, work 40 hours per week.
Budget
In 2021, BRFD’s total budget is $63,783,610 from General Fund and B.R. Fire Pay Enhancement
Special Revenue funds. Their budget for personal services and benefits is $60,322,690, which
represents 94.5% of the total budget.
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BRFD 2021 Budget - $63,783,610
Uses by Category
2% 3%

35%

Personal Services

60%

Employee Benefits

Supplies

Contractual Services

Systems
The department utilizes Roll Call software to track employees’ daily time and attendance.
Reports are generated each pay period from the Roll Call system and utilized by a Fire Records
Clerk (Payroll Clerk) to input employees’ overtime and leave time into the City-Parish’s ExecuTime
system. The Human Resources Department staff inputs bulk entry transactions into ExecuTime
for regular hours.
Munis is the City-Parish’s web-based Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system. Its core
functions include financials, procurement, human resources, and payroll. ExecuTime interfaces
with Munis to combine timekeeping and payroll. Munis also maintains personnel actions and
leave accruals with the human resources module.
Fire Bank (Banked Vacation)
BRFD is the only City-Parish department which has a banked vacation system with unique rules.
They maintain an Excel spreadsheet that tracks each employee’s vacation usage and another
spreadsheet to track their banked vacation balances. It is only since the 2019 Munis system
implementation that the City-Parish payroll system began tracking BRFD employees’ vacation
accruals and usage as well as banked vacation balances (Fire Bank).
BRFD employees who work 56 hours per week choose their vacation periods in October for the
following year. Consequently, the employees’ vacation accruals for the entire year are shown in
their vacation balance on January 1st.
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If the employee does not use all of his vacation hours, he may bank the unused vacation according
to the following BRFD rules:
 The maximum number of hours an employee may bank is 960 hours. Once the maximum
is reached, the employee must take what is earned.
 First-year employees are not allowed to bank vacation until certified in their positions. 1
 The minimum number of days that an employee may bank is five days.
 Employees may not use the banked vacation unless they meet the following conditions:
- Prior approval from the Fire Chief
- Last year of employment
- Use in order to enter the Deferred Retirement Option Plan (DROP).

OBJECTIVE
The audit objectives were as follows:
1. Determine the efficiency and effectiveness of the BRFD’s payroll process;
2. Determine the adequacy of BRFD’s internal controls over the payroll process; and
3. Determine if BRFD is complying with City-Parish policies and procedures, and other
applicable laws, regulations, and policies.

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
The scope of the audit included BRFD payroll processes and payroll and leave transactions for
fiscal years 2020 and 2021. The scope was expanded to include prior years when exceptions
were noted.
To accomplish the audit objectives, we performed the following steps:
1. Interviewed key personnel involved in the payroll process;
2. Reviewed and analyzed documentation for compliance with City-Parish policies and
procedures, and other applicable laws, regulations, and policies;
a. Analyzed a sample of thirty personnel actions to determine if they were
authorized, input in City-Parish systems, and sent to the MFPCSB and State
Supplemental Pay Office. Additionally, the lag time was measured between
various steps of inputting and reporting personnel actions;
b. A second sample of 88 personnel actions compared City-Parish records to Office
of State Examiner (OSE) records for completeness and timeliness of reporting; the
personnel actions included transactions such as suspensions, promotions,
resignations, and new hires;
3. Evaluated internal controls;
4. Reviewed efficiency of the payroll process; and
5. Reviewed payroll transactions;

1 At the exit conference, BRFD administration said this is not true.

It depends on when an academy ends. We are
merely stating BRFD Rules & Regulations Section 5.1 (G) 2. The rule goes on to say “Under no circumstances shall
they ‘bank’ vacation during the calendar year in which they are employed.”
3

a. Analyzed the pay of forty BRFD employees from three pay periods in 2020 to
determine if they were paid in accordance with the union contract, state law, and
City-Parish policies; also confirmed that the rate of pay was correct and hours
worked were supported with documentation; and
b. Evaluated a judgmental sample of thirty employees to determine if leave was used
in accordance with City-Parish policies, BRFD Department rules and regulations,
and the union contract.
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CHAPTER TWO – PAY AND LEAVE ISSUES
ROLL CALL/ROSTER TIMEKEEPING SYSTEMS LACK CONTROLS
Our review of BRFD payroll found that there is little accountability in the process and few
functioning internal controls. The lack of internal controls in BRFD has resulted in potential fraud,
waste, and abuse. Specifically, we noted the following:











No comprehensive oversight and management of the payroll process;
No reviews of crucial input in Roll Call, ExecuTime, and Munis;
No divisional review or approval of the complete payroll showing hours worked, leave
used, or overtime earned;
Lack of written payroll and timekeeping procedures;
Payroll duties are not segregated;
Roll Call system access is not sufficiently restricted;
Inconsistent application of policies to employees and overly generous interpretations of
some pay policies;
No certification of hours worked or leave used by employees or their direct supervisors
in some divisions;
No training of supervisors on pay policy compliance; and
No master record of (non-Suppression Divisions) employees’ work schedules.

According to the Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government by the Comptroller
General of the United States, internal controls are a process used by management to help an
entity achieve its objectives. It is not one event but a series of actions that occur throughout the
entity’s operations. Controls are essential for proper stewardship and accountability for
government resources.
The lack of proper internal controls over BRFD payroll goes back to 2002 when some of the same
issues were reported. Auditors described sick leave forms without dates, times, and signatures.
Also, a deduction for sick leave taken was not entered into the City-Parish payroll system. In 2007
and 2008, BRFD was cited for not performing a review and approval of the complete payroll
before checks were generated. All of these issues were reported to the former Fire Chief but as
demonstrated from 2007 to 2008, controls were not implemented or they were not permanent.

SICK LEAVE COUNTED AS HOURS WORKED
Payroll Clerk
From October 2018 through March 2021, the Payroll Clerk claimed and was paid $3,256 in
overtime. In computing this overtime, she counted her sick leave hours as hours worked in
violation of the union contract. When asked, she knew the rule about netting sick leave hours.
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Yet, she submitted overtime requests for the full amount of hours after taking sick leave on the
same day and within the same week.
Her status as present or absent was recorded by the Fire
Chief’s secretary on a divisional roster. The Chief and
Chief of Operations should have reviewed the roster.
However, for the sample pay period of 2/1/2020 –
2/14/2020, there were no signatures or initials on the
supervisor’s line indicating any review. Since the Roll
Call system defaults to a present status, a Fire Records
Clerk input exceptions such as leave or overtime that
were noted on the roster or separate leave forms. There
was no review by the former Fire Chief or Chief of
Operations of the complete payroll after input into Roll
Call. The Payroll Clerk was not required to certify the
accuracy of her hours worked or leave usage.
Additionally, the Payroll Clerk was the former Fire Chief’s
designated representative for certifying the bi-weekly
payroll. No one reviewed her payroll input or reviewed a check register after payroll was
processed. BRFD lacks a segregation of duties internal control where no one employee controls
all key aspects of a transaction.
For the Payroll Clerk’s job classification, Fire Records Clerk, overtime is paid at a rate of one and
one-half of the employee’s hourly rate for hours actually worked in excess of 40 hours. The union
contract says only vacation and funeral leave shall be considered as days worked for the purpose
of calculating overtime. The improper overtime paid to the Payroll Clerk may violate state law
regarding public payroll fraud and malfeasance in office.
At the beginning of 2020, Fire Records Clerks became eligible for overtime pay as opposed to
only earning compensatory time. The Payroll Clerk claimed 528 overtime and compensatory
hours in 2020 which was a 116% increase from the prior year.
Other Employees
We reviewed four other employees whose overtime/compensatory time hours were not offset
for leave in the same period. These employees were overpaid $2,292 and 6.75 compensatory
hours.
Another employee earned four hours of compensatory time for being on call from 4/17/20 –
4/24/20. She was on sick leave from 4/20/20 – 4/24/20.
The Payroll Clerk said she cannot make a decision regarding the appropriateness of overtime or
compensatory time earned. She prepares the payroll based on the information received.
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The invalid overtime payments impact the City-Parish Employees Retirement System. Overtime
is included in earned compensation, therefore, the City-Parish made contributions on the invalid
overtime (current contribution rate is 36%). The overtime is also included in the employees’
average compensation calculation. It increases their pension benefit for their entire retirement.
At the exit conference, BRFD administration stated they removed the Payroll Clerk from payroll
duties and they terminated her access to payroll systems. Additionally, they sent five Fire
Records Clerks for training on the ExecuTime and Munis systems in May. These employees are
inputting divisional time and attendance in order to segregate and decentralize payroll duties.
The Budget & Accounting Administrator now reviews and certifies the departmental payroll.
Additionally, the interim Fire Chief said he informed employees that overtime will be offset
against sick leave on a weekly basis.

INTENTIONAL EXCLUSION OF LEAVE FROM PAYROLL
In the leave sample, six of thirty employees used a total of 376 vacation hours but the Payroll
Clerk did not enter the leave into ExecuTime/Munis. Their leave balances were not reduced and
they were paid regular hours as if present.
In the payroll sample, the Payroll Clerk did not enter vacation leave for two additional employees.
They were not charged 32 and 48 vacation hours respectively.
The Payroll Clerk said she does not input vacation at year-end because of the volume and lack of
assistance. However, we determined the exclusions were not limited to vacation leave or yearend.
Further analysis of the sample employees for the full year plus two other employees (including
the Payroll Clerk’s immediate family member) showed 704 additional hours were not input into
payroll. These hours included vacation used, sick leave used, compensatory time taken, and
compensatory time earned. Additionally, the hours were not limited to year-end pay periods.
One employee’s 72 hours of sick leave was not input in September and October 2020. We did
not verify the full extent of leave not charged for all employees.

EMPLOYEES PAID OVERTIME DURING COVID-19 ABSENCES
BRFD staff coded employees’ absences for Covid-19 illness or quarantine as “Special Assignment”
and paid employees as if they were present (regular hour’s code). BRFD was the only major
department to have no hours coded to an Emergency Paid Sick Leave (EPSL) code. Additionally,
BRFD continued to pay scheduled overtime to employees when they were absent from work.
Payment for work that is not performed is a prohibited donation of public funds under Article VII,
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Section 14 of the Louisiana Constitution and may constitute public payroll fraud under Louisiana
R.S. 14:138.
For example, one firefighter was shown as on Special Assignment in the Roll Call system while he
was on quarantine for eighteen days. He was paid regular hours for the entire quarantine period
and was not charged any type of leave. Consequently, BRFD paid him for 11.64 overtime hours.
He would have been ineligible for overtime if BRFD staff had properly coded his time as sick leave
rather than regular hours. He was paid $262 for these overtime hours. Per BRFD’s Roll Call
system, between March 21, 2020 and December 31, 2020, excluding incident periods for weather
disasters, there were 267 BRFD employees coded as “Special Assignment” with an average
assignment period of twelve days.
When asked why BRFD did not use EPSL codes, they referred us to Section 7(A) of the Governor’s
Proclamation Number 132 JBE 2021. It states, “In an effort to preserve the health and safety of
the first responders, specifically the firefighters and police officers subject to the Municipal Fire
and Police Civil Service System, all local Municipal Fire and Police Civil Service Boards are to
maintain emergency rules providing for special Covid-19 rules.”
The MFPCSB Secretary said the Board did not issue emergency rules. She referred us to the CityParish Human Resources Department for guidance on payment of Covid-19 leave. Baton Rouge
Police Department staff confirmed they paid police officers’ Covid-19 leave according to Human
Resources’ instructions and codes.
On April 22, 2020, the Human Resources Department sent an email to all payroll clerks and
department heads with an attachment for EPSL codes and definitions of leave types. Human
Resource assigned three unique EPSL codes for the Fire Department. BRFD staff did not use any
of the three codes.

Total Emergency Paid Sick Leave Expenses
Top Five Departments
$160,000

$144,732

$140,000
$120,000
$100,000
$80,000
$60,000
$34,276

$40,000

$30,868

$28,783
$15,632

$20,000

$0

$0

Police

EMS

Finance
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Environmental Maintenance
Services

Fire

At the exit conference, BRFD administration said they decided after consultation with the union
to not charge employees for sick leave if they tested positive for Covid-19 or had to quarantine.
They decided to code them as Special Assignment which made them eligible for overtime.
Additionally, they decided to not backfill or hire back employees to cover positions which resulted
in the department having less manpower. They thought their decisions would be less costly to
the City-Parish.
The City-Parish submitted BRFD’s payroll expenses associated with regular hours for
reimbursement under the federal CARES act. BRFD said they did not realize these hours would
be submitted for reimbursement. Additionally, BRFD did not consult other City-Parish officials
about the eligibility of employees’ sick leave pay or backfill/hire back overtime expenses under
federal disaster grant programs.

OVER ACCRUAL OF PERFECT ATTENDANCE COMPENSATORY TIME
BRFD gave 40-hour and 42-hour per week employees more hours of Perfect Attendance
Compensatory Time Earned (PACE) than authorized in the union contract. They gave 40-hour per
week employees 10.7 hours per quarter rather than five hours. They gave 42-hour per week
employees 11.25 hours per quarter rather than 7.5 hours.
In October 2017, the former Fire Chief directed a Fire Records Clerk to email the Information
Services Department instructing them to change the PACE accruals in the Roll Call system. The
accrual rates changed due to union contract negotiations. However, the rates provided by BRFD
were not the final negotiated rates. The BRFD administration did not verify that the rates changes
were correct.
For the period April 2018 through October 2020, 98 employees received an excess of 3,676 PACE
hours. The current value of the excess accruals is approximately $113,000. However, this total
is understated because it does not include amounts for fifteen employees who are no longer
active employees.

VACATION LEAVE UNDERCHARGED FOR COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION EMPLOYEES
BRFD undercharged vacation for the Communications Division’s 42-hour employees by two hours
per day of vacation used. BRFD deducted only six hours for a day of vacation instead of eight
hours per day of vacation. The Payroll Clerk incorrectly input employees’ vacation hours in
ExecuTime resulting in the employees’ Munis vacation leave and Fire Bank balances being
overstated. The Communications Division has approximately 22 employees and the majority
work 12-hour shifts. The error goes back to January 2019.
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In 2020, Communications employees were charged 2,470 hours of vacation usage. They were
undercharged by 1,338 hours, which included the two hour difference, leave not input, and other
errors. The value of these undercharged hours is approximately $37,500.
Fire Suppression and Administration Division employees were charged eight hours for a day of
vacation use. Fire Suppression employees work 24-hour shifts and Administration employees
work 8-hour shifts.

Hours Charged for One Vacation Day
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In contrast, BRFD did deduct the correct amount of sick leave taken (eight hours per day) for
Communications employees.
At the exit conference, BRFD administration explained that a new Munis pay code is needed in
order to correctly input vacation for the 42-hour employees. BRFD has contacted Human
Resources and requested the new pay code.

EMPLOYEES EARNED EXCESSIVE OVERTIME/COMPENSATORY TIME ON LEAVE DAYS
Two employees in the leave sample (in addition to the Payroll Clerk) earned compensatory time
and overtime on days where they took vacation. The payroll sample also showed improper
payment of a double callout for one of these employees. The instances were excessive yet
allowed by supervisors.
Employee #1
On 12/4/2020, Employee #1 was off work on compensatory time. She was paid for two separate
callouts for answering emails within the same four-hour period. The first callout was from 07:30
– 07:46 for “answering emails for request of fire reports.” The second callout was from 10:13 –
10:44 for responding to an email from the retirement office. She was paid $315 for eight hours
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of overtime when she worked a total of 41 minutes. Her Requests for Compensatory Time or
Overtime Pay forms were signed by three separate supervisors.
BRFD Operating Guidelines say “Should an employee be called on a different callout within four
(4) hour minimum, employee is considered to be on the same call and will not be granted an
additional four (4) minimum.”
Also, this employee claimed 29 hours of compensatory time in the pay period ending 12/18/2020
which included seven four-hour minimum callouts. Six of the callouts were during vacation days.
Of the 29 compensatory hours which she claimed, she only worked 4 hours and 32 minutes.
On 12/10/20, the employee was on vacation leave the entire day yet earned two separate four
hour minimum callouts. The first callout started at 17:20 for answering public records requests.
The second callout (again answering public records requests) started at 21:30 which was ten
minutes outside the first callout period.
This employee was on leave or holiday for 22 out of 23 work days in December 2020. BRFD
management allowed her to earn overtime or compensatory time on eight days during the leave
period.
Employee #2
Employee #2 was on vacation or unbanked vacation leave for the entire 80-hour pay period. He
earned 26.5 hours of compensatory time and $2,941 for 39.5 hours of federal disaster pay during
this pay period. He had six instances where he earned an entire day of compensatory
time/overtime (8.5 or 9 hours) while on vacation leave. The reasons for the compensatory
time/overtime were disciplinary hearings or Covid-19 administration.
The City-Parish leave and pay policy for declared disasters says that employees required to work
during a scheduled or approved vacation period will have their vacation leave rescheduled. BRFD
should have cancelled the employee’s vacation on days when he worked the federal disaster
rather than paying him for both vacation and federal disaster overtime.
At the exit conference, BRFD administration said this was a unique situation. The employee was
about to retire and would have been unable to reschedule his vacation leave. Additionally, they
said there was no other person who could conduct the disciplinary hearings.
Attorney General Opinion
The Louisiana Attorney General Opinion 07-0239 states:
“When a public employee is on vacation, his status for payroll purposes is annual
leave with pay. Conversely, if he is on the job he is paid for services actually
rendered. It is the opinion of this office that the employee cannot be classified both
ways during the same period of time. Paying a public employee for his vacation
time during which the employee is performing his regular duties and drawing his
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regular pay is a donation of public funds in violation of Article 7, Section 14 of the
Louisiana Constitution”.
The opinion includes “overtime” in comments with regular pay.

INCORRECT PAY CALCULATIONS
BRFD did not include state supplemental pay in the hourly rates for “Adj. ½ Time Overtime” for
two sample employees. This resulted in an underpayment of $26 each.

HOLIDAYS OVERPAID
BRFD paid employees a total of 3.5 times their regular rate of pay when the employee was called
out during normal work hours on a holiday. In 2020, BRFD paid 23 employees $16,813 for
additional hours worked on a holiday.
For example, one employee was paid Holiday Worked pay (pay code 235) for four hours at a 2.5
rate for a callout. He was also paid Holiday pay (pay code 420) at a rate of 1.0 times his regular
rate of pay. His total pay for the callout at 3.5 times his regular rate resulted in an overpayment
of $168.
A second employee was paid for eleven hours of Holiday Worked pay for two callouts. He was
also paid Holiday pay. As a result, he was overpaid $216 for six hours at 3.5 times his regular rate
of pay.
The 3.5 rate is not addressed in the union contract and is inconsistent with how other City-Parish
employees are paid on holidays. BRFD Standard Operating Guidelines, Section 1.21, states:
“Those employees who are allowed to receive pay in lieu of compensatory time
qualifying for callouts as defined by the Fire Chief will lose their holiday standby
when they choose pay instead of compensatory time for a callout occurring on a
holiday and will be compensated at the rate of two and one half their regular rate
of pay.”
We confirmed with the Police Department and the Business Operations & Capital Programs
Department that when an employee works overtime during their normal work hours on a
holiday, the employee is paid at the rate of time and one-half for the hours actually worked plus
holiday pay. This is a total rate of 2.5.
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NUMEROUS PAYROLL ERRORS AND CORRECTIONS
There were numerous errors and corrections in the BRFD bi-weekly payroll as follows:


The Payroll Clerk frequently inputs leave on the last day of a pay period in the next pay
period. However, the input is not always limited to the transactions on the last day but
will include transactions from the last three days of a pay period.
As a result, employees were overpaid when overtime entries were lagged to the first pay
period of a new year or later. Merit increases are effective in the first pay period raising
hourly rates for eligible employees. For example, one employee claimed eight hours of
callout pay for 12/4/2020. If paid in the correct pay period, she would have been paid
$306. However, she was not paid until the pay period ending 1/15/21, therefore, she was
paid $315, or an overpayment of $9.



Four sample employees were charged the incorrect amount of leave hours according to
the Status Days History report. There were no explanations in ExecuTime in support of
the hours charged. For example, two employees were overcharged sick leave, 16 and 8
hours, respectively.



Six sample employees had payroll corrections which caused their leave and
overtime/compensatory time hours to not match Roll Call information. Examples include
the following:
- One employee was charged 80 hours of non-monetized sick leave in addition to
the 64 sick leave hours recorded in Roll Call.
- Another employee was charged 64 hours of non-monetized sick leave in addition
to the 88 hours recorded in Roll Call. According to ExecuTime, the 64 hours were
for sick leave in the previous pay period.



In 2020, there were ten employees that received payroll corrections more than two pay
periods (four weeks) later. The corrections resulted in $6,253 for those employees.
Numerous other corrections occurred within two pay periods.

COMPENSATORY HOURS DO NOT MATCH PAYROLL
Two employees had compensatory time used and earned in payroll that were not shown on
BRFD’s Roll Call reports.
 One Fire employee had four hours of compensatory time earned and sixteen hours of
compensatory time taken non-monetized that were not shown on his Status Days History.
The ExecuTime report did not reference any other pay periods or dates for those
transactions.
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A second employee was charged sixteen hours of compensatory time taken nonmonetized that were not shown on his Status Days History. Again, the ExecuTime Report
did not reference any other pay periods or dates for those transactions.

NO APPROVALS OR SIGNATURES
Payroll documentation lacked required management approval by the Fire Chief and/or other
divisional supervisors for forms such as leave requests, unbanking vacation requests, and
overtime/compensatory time earned authorizations. Additionally, payroll forms lacked
employees’ signatures.

MISSING PAYROLL FORMS
There were instances of missing leave requests, missing forms authorizing overtime and
compensatory time earned, and a missing form for unbanking vacation. One of the overtime
forms was related to a federal disaster.
The two samples showed consistently 33-36% of BRFD attendance documentation was incomplete.

Payroll Sample

Leave Sample

11

0

13

19

10

20

30

40

0

27

10

20

30

40

Employees with Incomplete Documentation

Employees with Incomplete Documentation

Employees with Complete Documentation

Employees with Complete Documentation

50

LEAVE DATES NOT COVERED BY DOCTOR’S EXCUSE
The doctor’s excuses for six sample employees were missing, did not cover the dates of leave, or
the excuse was incomplete.
 One administrative employee did not have a doctor’s excuse for any of the six days of sick
leave. The former Fire Chief stated that doctor’s excuses are required for administrative
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staff except for doctor’s appointments. Departmental rules require doctor’s excuses for a
one day illness and second excuse for two or more days.
A second administrative staff person was missing a doctor’s excuse for two days of sick
leave.
Two employees were missing a doctor’s excuse for entire pay periods of sick leave.
One doctor’s excuse lacked any dates to specify the period when the firefighter would
be absent.
Another doctor’s excuse only mentioned January 2020 dates yet the firefighter was still
on sick leave in March 2020.

COULD NOT CONFIRM ACCURACY OF SEVERANCE CALCULATIONS
We could not confirm the accuracy of severance calculations for three of four leave sample
employees who retired in 2020.
 For one firefighter, the banked and earned 2020 vacation balances included in the
calculation did not match BRFD records or Munis. It did not affect the severance payout
because only sick leave and compensatory time were used.
 For another firefighter, we could not recalculate the earned vacation balance for 2020.
The Payroll Clerk could not recalculate it either when shown the form. Vacation hours
were used in the calculation of the firefighter’s severance payout.
 One firefighter’s earned vacation balance for 2020 on the severance form did not match
BRFD records or Munis. An immaterial amount of vacation hours was used for his
severance payout.
The Payroll Clerk prepares the severance calculations. The form is signed by the Fire Budget &
Accounting Administrator to process the payment. The Fire Chief signs as overall approval.

POSSIBLE ETHICS VIOLATION
The Assistant Chief of Special Services supervises his brother, a Fire Services & Supply Tech, within
his division. For the pay period ending 7/17/2020, the Assistant Chief approved sixteen hours or
$1,010 of overtime for his brother. Additionally, he approved four hours of compensatory time
earned and 24 hours of special assignment.
Louisiana Revised Statute 42:1119 says, “no member of the immediate family of an agency head
may be employed in his agency.” Brothers and sisters are classified as immediate family.
At the exit conference, BRFD administration said that they will ensure employees do not
supervise immediate family members. There are multiple instances of immediate family within
the department.
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Recommendations:
The Fire Chief should develop a process to ensure that the BRFD payroll is complete and accurate
and payroll functions are performed in compliance with all official policies and contracts. The
process should include management reviews and approvals, segregation of duties, and
independent certification of the payroll. The process should include the following specifics:


The Fire Chief should decentralize the input of payroll to segregate payroll duties;



The Fire Chief should ensure that all employees perform the tasks necessary to prepare a
complete and accurate payroll. These tasks include preparing, signing, and approving
necessary forms;



The Fire Chief should ensure there are sufficient reviews and reconciliations at every
division; additionally, there should be detailed reviews of payroll entry and the final,
processed payroll for correctness and completeness concerning leave and
overtime/compensatory time for every day of the pay period;



As required by City-Parish payroll procedures, BRFD administration should designate
backup personnel for payroll functions;



BRFD administration should train all Chiefs, Assistant Chiefs, and Fire Captains on the rules
and policies for earning overtime and compensatory time;



BRFD administration should include criteria regarding the accuracy of payroll entries in
job performance evaluations; and

The Fire Chief should reassign the Payroll Clerk (Fire Records Clerk) to duties other than payroll.
He should consult with the Parish Attorney concerning appropriate disciplinary action of the
Payroll Clerk and her immediate supervisor. BRFD should seek reimbursement of the Payroll
Clerk’s overtime earnings that were computed using sick leave as hours worked.
The City-Parish administration should consult with law enforcement to determine whether the
Payroll Clerk’s computation of overtime and payroll errors violates state law and if further action
is needed.
BRFD should research and prepare adjustments to Munis payroll records to correct employees’
leave balances for the following issues:



Sick leave counted as hours worked;
Intentional exclusion of leave from payroll;
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Overpayment of perfect attendance compensatory time; and 2
Vacation leave undercharged for Communications employees.

The Fire Chief should consult with Human Resources regarding the proper method of documenting
and correcting the payroll errors and omissions.
The City-Parish administration should consult the Parish Attorney’s Office to determine
appropriate actions to be taken, including recovering overtime payments which were not earned
when employees were absent from work because of Covid-19.
BRFD administration should stop using the “Special Assignment” code for employees who are sick.
BRFD should follow City-Parish policies and Human Resources instructions during
disaster/pandemic periods.
BRFD should immediately begin charging the correct amount of vacation hours for
Communications employees.3
BRFD should revise their pay practice when recalling employees from vacation to ensure they
comply with all City-Parish policies and state law.
BRFD administration should pay the employees who were underpaid because the hourly rates for
Adj. ½ Time Overtime did not include supplemental pay.
BRFD should stop using pay code 235 for holiday overtime worked during the employee’s normal
scheduled work hours. When holiday overtime occurs during this time, these hours should be
entered using pay code 245, which is an additional rate of 1.5.
BRFD administration should ensure that the Deputy Chief follows policy and obtains a doctor’s
excuse covering the period of absence for all sick or injured employees.
BRFD administration should revise the severance worksheet and attach documents supporting
the calculations.
BRFD administration should not allow division management to supervise immediate family
members.

2

BRFD contacted the Information Services Department to correct the PACE rates.

3

The Fire Budget & Accounting Administrator contacted Human Resources to assign a non-monetized payroll code
for part of the vacation leave entry.
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CHAPTER THREE – UNOFFICIAL BRFD PAY POLICIES AND PRACTICES
BRFD has pay policies and practices that are not authorized by the union contract or by the
Metropolitan Council approved BRFD Rules & Regulations. Additionally, there were instances
where BRFD was not following their policies and practices.

SCHEDULED OVERTIME PAY CALCULATIONS FOR 56-HOUR PER WEEK EMPLOYEES
BRFD calculates scheduled overtime pay for 56-hour per week employees for all hours worked
above 109 hours per 15-day overtime period. However, FLSA and state law say that firefighters
working a 15-day work period should be paid for all hours worked above 114 hours.
The difference in the hourly base results in approximately forty extra overtime hours per year for
each 56-hour employee. For 480 employees, this would be approximately 19,200 hours of extra
overtime. BRFD was not able to provide documentation supporting this overtime calculation.
The Parish Attorney’s Office said BRFD can be more generous with overtime policies than
required by FLSA. This practice is based on a verbal agreement between BRFD and a previous
Mayor approximately twenty years ago.

CALCULATIONS FOR SUBSTITUTE APPOINTMENTS
The scheduled overtime pay for employees on substitute appointment are calculated at a higher
rate if their substitute appointment falls on the last day of the overtime period. For example,
one firefighter would have received $102 at his regular rate but instead received $108 because
of substitute appointment on the last day. This policy is not documented in the union contract,
BRFD Rules & Regulations, or BRFD Standard Operating Guidelines.

VACATION HOURS FOR 56-HOUR AND 42-HOUR PER WEEK EMPLOYEES
BRFD calculates vacation for all employees as eight hours per day. BRFD’s Rules & Regulations
state one day shall be equal to 24 hours of vacation leave for 56-hour employees and 12 hours
of vacation for 42-hour employees. The number of hours is not included in the union contract or
other departmental polices. In a prior audit, BRFD personnel thought the eight hours was an
interpretation of the union contract which says a BRFD employee shall by paid severance pay for
“120 8-hour days…“

1.25 COMPENSATORY TIME FACTOR
BRFD management allows employees to substitute compensatory time at a 1.25 factor instead
of using sick leave in order to “save” or be paid overtime. Sick leave hours do not count as hours
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worked while compensatory hours do. This policy is addressed in the BRFD Standard Operating
Guidelines but is not addressed in the union contract or the approved BRFD Rules & Regulations.

EMPLOYEES EARN OVERTIME WHEN OFF WITH RELIEF
Four sample employees received “scheduled” overtime pay although they were not actually
present for each shift during the overtime period. BRFD Standard Operating Guidelines allow
employees to be Off with Relief (OWR) while another employee works their shift. The employee
who is off is paid for the shift; then the employee either works in return or pays the working
employee.
One employee was OWR every day in the 15 day overtime period and received $85 in overtime
pay. Two employees worked one day each and were OWR for the remaining days in the overtime
period. They received overtime pay of $100 and $93 respectively. Another employee charged
vacation leave for one day and was OWR for the remaining days in the overtime period. He
received $155 in overtime pay.

In 2020, 277 BRFD employees were Off
with Relief for a total of 1,064 days.

FLSA permits these substitutions with the approval
of the department. The union contract does not
address this policy and does not include OWR in
“hours worked” for the computation of overtime.

EMPLOYEES EXCEED OFF WITH RELIEF LIMITS
In 2020, BRFD allowed seven employees to exceed the OWR 12 day limit set by the Standard
Operating Guidelines. The OWR totals for the seven employees ranged between thirteen and
fifteen days.

PRESENT WORKING FOR SOMEONE LIMITS EXCEEDED
BRFD allowed employees to exceed the 72-hour limit on consecutive work hours when they were
Present Working for Someone (PWFS) who was OWR. The three employees with the highest
number of PWFS days exceeded the consecutive work hour limit six, seven, and 22 times
respectively in 2020. There were multiple instances where the employees were over the limit by
24, 48, 72, and 96 hours. Additionally, one employee exceeded the limit by 240 hours and 432
hours by working thirteen consecutive days and 21 consecutive days.
In 2020, 198 employees were PWFS for a total of 1,064 days. Three employees had more than
fifty days each. One Fire Captain was PWFS for 147 days in addition to his 121 regular shift days.
Records show that he worked 5,940 total hours in 2020.
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When an employee is PWFS and they are paid by the employee whose shift they cover, this would
require the employee to self-report the additional earnings on their income tax returns.
Finally, the employees worked consecutive shifts at different stations which required they either
leave a shift early or report late. The employee who had 21 consecutive shifts worked at eighteen
different stations during the period.

CARRYING OVER HOLIDAYS
BRFD allows firefighters to carryover holidays to the next fiscal year if they do not use them. For
example, a firefighter was off on sick leave for an extended period of time. Instead of paying
holiday pay on the date designated by the firefighter as his holiday, BRFD charged sick leave and
let the firefighter reschedule the holiday (time off) in the next year.
Human Resources management said this practice is not permissible because the employee would
exceed the allowable eleven holidays in a year.
At the exit conference, BRFD administration disagreed with this issue and stated that the
employee was entitled to the day off on a future date.

BRFD EMPLOYEES EXCEEDING COMPENSATORY TIME LIMITS
Six of thirty sample employees had compensatory time balances exceeding 440 hours. Their
balances ranged from 458 hours to 478 hours. BRFD Standard Operating Guidelines say no
employee will be allowed to exceed 440 hours of compensatory time on the books unless they
are in their last twelve months of employment. They are allowed 480 hours in their last year of
employment.

Recommendations:
The City-Parish administration should immediately amend the union contract for the following:
 Define overtime in accordance with FLSA and state laws; and
 Specify the applicable hourly rate to use in overtime situations.
The Metropolitan Council should ratify all amendments to the union contract.
The City-Parish administration should also evaluate the impact of other unofficial BRFD policies,
such as the 1.25 compensatory factor, compensatory time limits, OWR, and PWRS, to determine
the effects on pay, income taxes, retirement benefits, and safety of the work environment.
BRFD administration should ensure that supervisors enforce work limits when approving
OWR/PWFS requests by regularly reviewing reports from Roll Call.
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The City-Parish administration should amend the union contract to specifically state the practice
of carrying over holidays is disallowed. BRFD should require firefighters to take all holidays within
the year earned.
BRFD administration should ask the BRIDGE Team for a bi-weekly Munis report of compensatory
time balances. BRFD administration and supervisors should review the balances before allowing
employees to work excess hours. Additionally, they should identify employees who have exceeded
the balance limit and discipline supervisors who allowed employees to earn hours in violation of
policy.
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CHAPTER FOUR – TEMPORARY MODIFIED DUTY
EXCESSIVE ASSIGNMENTS
Between 2015 and 2020, seven temporary modified duty (TMD) assignments exceeded the 90day limit established by departmental policy. Six exceeded the limit by a range of 28 to 122 days.
However, one employee was on TMD assignment for 921 days (2.5 years) which was significantly
longer than any other employee. This employee entered the City-Parish’s Deferred Retirement
Option Program (DROP) 2.5 years prior to his TMD assignment. The conclusion of his assignment
coincided with his completion of the five year DROP and his retirement.
BRFD did not change the employee’s appointment of Fire Captain for the 2.5 years. When a Fire
Captain is absent, the position is covered by a relief Captain, hiring back an employee on a nonscheduled day at premium wages, or stepping up an employee from a lower job classification at
an increased hourly rate. Wages were paid to the Fire Captain on TMD and to an employee
covering his position for 2.5 years.

UNDOCUMENTED PROCESS
BRFD did not provide documentation to support the extended assignments or provide evaluation
guidance for employees that exceeded the 90 day limit. The former Fire Chief stated that
employees may remain on TMD until they improve and return to full duty or until it is clear that
the employee will not be able to return to full duty. The Chief was unaware of the 90 day limit
although it is included in the Safety Division Administrative Policy.

NON-EXISTENT POSITIONS
The long-term employee’s assigned TMD position, Fire and Supply Technician Assistant, does not
exist. Four employees were also assigned to unofficial positions such as Mechanics Aide, Supply
Assistant, Fire and Safety Technician Assistant, and Dispatch Assistant. An assignment was not
listed for the other two employees. All these employees retained their regular appointments.
Three were Fire Captains, one was a Fire Equipment Operator, and two were Firefighters.
If the position had existed, Louisiana Revised Statute 33:2496 only allows substitute
appointments at the appointing authority’s discretion for thirty days. After thirty days, the
appointment must be filled according to the rules for filling a vacancy.
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Recommendations:
The Fire Department should revise the TMD policy to require departmental review of TMD
assignments every 30 days. The Fire Chief should document his review and approval of any TMD
extension. He should ensure that TMD policy is applied consistently for all employees.
The City-Parish administration should consult with the Parish Attorney to determine if assigning
an employee to a non-existent position violates state law and if the TMD policy complies with
state law for substitute appointments.
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CHAPTER FIVE – BANKED VACATION
BANKED VACATION RULES VIOLATED
BRFD administration has consistently violated their rules concerning banked vacation going back
to 2007 as follows:
 For many years, BRFD employees have been allowed to bank less than the minimum five
days or 40 hours.
 BRFD employees who worked less than a year were allowed to bank vacation. In 2011,
firefighters who only worked 1.5 months were allowed to bank vacation hours. The union
contract says no vacation time will be earned until the employee has been employed for
ninety days.
 Employees were allowed to go negative on their banked vacation balances indicating they
used more hours than banked. Three employees exceeded their balance by five, twelve
and 34 days.
 BRFD employees have been allowed to bank more than 960 hours.
Although not specifically addressed in the Rules & Regulations, BRFD permanently reduces the
960 limit for any employee who uses banked vacation. In other words, unbanked vacation hours
cannot be replaced or “rebanked” in a later year. After the 2016 flood, nineteen BRFD employees
had their limits permanently reduced. This requires the clerk maintaining the spreadsheet to
copy the reduced balance note in every new annual spreadsheet.

FORMER FIRE CHIEF’S SEVERANCE PAY
In June 2021, the former Fire Chief requested 38 days of unrecorded vacation days at the end of
his employment. These days accrued from 2009 through 2020 and would result in pay of
approximately $21,000. The Parish Attorney’s Office stated he was due the vacation days as
follows:
“As a State law, LA. RS 33:1996 supersedes any local ordinances, rules or regulations. It
states that the vacation leave required by the statute shall not be forfeited for any cause.
Therefore, any true ‘use it or lose it’ rule would be in violation of the state law unless it
allows an opportunity for the firefighters to take all of the leave required by the statute
during the year.”
“In the case of Chief Smith, he apparently earned the vacation days at issue but failed to
exhaust those prior to the end of each year or accurately record them as ‘unbanked’
leave.”
“It is difficult for the Fire Chief or any department head to take leave due to daily duties
and the demand for his presence.”
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The opinion further stated it was limited to the special circumstances of the former Fire Chief.
BRFD records show two employees lost accrued 2020 vacation hours of 32 and 80 hours because
they had the maximum banked vacation hours. These employees were the Chief Fire
Communications Officer and a Fire Captain.
Vacation balance records for employees were maintained exclusively in the Fire Department until
2019. Additionally, the numerous payroll errors, intentional exclusion of employees’ vacation
leave, and manual tracking of banked leave balances causes concern as to the accuracy of BRFD’s
recordkeeping.

FIRE BANK VACATION HOURS INPUT AS REGULAR HOURS
The Payroll Clerk input Fire Bank vacation hours used by three sample employees as regular hours
in ExecuTime. Consequently, these hours were not deducted from the Munis Fire Bank balance
for the employees.
For example, BRFD’s Status Days History shows one employee used Unbanked Vacation for the
entire pay period (80 hours). The Payroll Clerk input 80 regular hours and Munis showed no
vacation leave charged or Fire Bank usage.
At the exit conference, BRFD administration explained that a pay code is needed to input this
correctly and they would contact Human Resources to request the code.

LIABILITY FOR COMPENSATED ABSENCES
BRFD employees’ banked vacation balances are incorrect in Munis, therefore, they are not
accurately reflected in the financial statements, as required by Governmental Accounting
Standards.
The banked balances were not tracked in the previous payroll system and were not uploaded to
Munis. Therefore, the starting balances in Munis were incorrect. Additionally, the Payroll Clerk
did not input all vacation used into the payroll system throughout the year, resulting in
overstated year-end vacation balances. We identified other issues that resulted in incorrect
vacation leave balances. At year-end, Human Resources moves the employee’s vacation
balances to the employee’s banked vacation in Munis. Finance uses the Munis balances to
prepare the financial statements.
BRFD does not share their spreadsheets of vacation balances and Fire Bank balances with Human
Resources and the data is never reconciled to Munis.
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The differences between the banked vacation balances in Munis and BRFD’s spreadsheet are
shown in the table below:
Value (as of 3/26/21)
$3,178,560
$1,610,924
$1,567,636

Fire Department Spreadsheet
Munis System
Difference

Recommendations:
The City-Parish administration should eliminate the BRFD banked vacation policies and the Fire
Bank balance in Munis. BRFD employees’ complete vacation leave balance should be tracked in
Munis in one table in order to maintain all accrued and unused leave. Tracking leave in Munis is
consistent with other City-Parish departments and standardizes recordkeeping within City-Parish.
Additionally, this would provide employees with their complete leave balances each pay period.
The Fire Chief should ensure that employees use leave in accordance with all applicable policies.
Human Resources and BRFD must agree on the accurate vacation balance for each Fire employee
and make correcting entries in Munis.
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CHAPTER SIX – PROMOTIONAL PROCESS
PROMOTIONAL LISTS NOT COMPILED BY MFPSCB
BRFD does not obtain promotional eligibility lists from the MFPCSB as required by Louisiana
Revised Statute 33:2494. BRFD prepares the lists based on exam scores certified by the MFPCSB
and seniority rankings maintained within the department.
The Fire Captain promotional eligibility list prepared by BRFD did not match the eligibility list on
file with the MFPCSB. The list was prepared by listing employees in order based on seniority
rankings and passing scores. Of the 95 employees on the list prepared by the MFPCSB, only 84
were also included on the list prepared by BRFD. And, the seniority ranking per the MFPCSB only
matched the BRFD list for four employees. Each list included employees that were not included
on the other list.
BRFD stated they were aware of differences in seniority rankings between the two agencies and
believe the rankings maintained by the department are accurate. The MFPCSB cannot maintain
an accurate list if they are not notified of all personnel actions as required by state law.

DEPARTMENT ERRORS ON FIRE CAPTAINS LIST
A 2018 list distributed within BRFD showed incorrect approval and expiration dates for at least
two employees. A later list was distributed to correct the dates. The Chief’s Office did not
provide a timeline for when the errors were corrected and distributed within the department.
Firefighters relying on the 2018 list may not have retaken the test timely because of an incorrect
expiration date.
As stated in the previous issue, BRFD relies on their promotional eligibility lists yet they do not
have a process for ensuring the accuracy of lists. Lists are not dated or signed indicating review
or approval.

PROVISIONAL APPOINTMENT IN LIEU OF ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES
BRFD appointed and allowed an ineligible employee to remain in a provisional position by
violating departmental policies and state law. On 8/15/2020, BRFD made a provisional
appointment to fill a temporary Training Officer vacancy. At the time of the appointment, there
were two employees eligible for permanent or substitute appointment. BRFD claimed these
employees declined the provisional position. There is no written documentation to support the
offer or the rejection.
The appointed employee remained in the position for 101 days before the MFPCSB approved his
exam score and he became eligible for the position. In total, the employee was in the provisional
position for 140 days (4.5 months). This exceeded the three month legal duration of a provisional
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appointment. BRFD did not notify MFPCSB of the provisional appointment or request they
approve a continuation of the provisional appointment after three months as required by
Louisiana Revised Statues 33:2503 and 33:2496.
Per state law, an employee may be appointed to a provisional appointment for a period of three
months if the board is unable to certify the names of eligible employees for regular and
permanent, or substitute appointment. The provisional appointment shall not continue for more
than three consecutive months and continuations are not permissible unless a renewal is
approved by the board. The provisional position should terminate upon the filling of the vacancy
within fifteen days after certification from which a regular or substitute appointment can be
made.
The penalties for violation of Louisiana Revised Statutes 33:2503 or 33:2496 are a fine of not
more than $500 and for a period of six years, the person will be ineligible for appointment to or
employment in any position of the classified service. If the person is already an officer or
employee, he shall forfeit his office or position.

PERMANENT APPOINTMENT IN LIEU OF ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES
BRFD did not fill a permanent vacancy within the sixty days allowed by Louisiana Revised Statute
33:2394. On 9/26/2020, a Training Officer transferred to the Fire Suppression Division which
created a vacancy for a permanent Training Officer position. Again, at this time, there were two
employees with approved scores who were eligible for permanent appointment. BRFD did not
offer this position to the eligible employees. Instead, BRFD let the position remain vacant until
1/1/2021. Then, they appointed the employee who occupied the provisional position.

CALCULATING SENIORITY
One of four sample suspensions were not recorded in the Disciplinary Actions tab of the
employee’s profile in the Roll Call system. The Roll Call system computes seniority rankings based
on certification dates, certification scores, and suspensions (which reduce seniority). However,
all of this information is manually input into the system. BRFD relies on employees’ complaints
to identify errors in seniority rank.

Recommendations:
The Fire Chief should establish a process with the MFPCSB to ensure that promotional eligibility
lists are accurate, complete, and dated. Both agencies should have the information on file to
review the validity of the lists.
The Fire Chief should establish a process to ensure that the MFPCSB is notified of all personnel
actions to ensure the accuracy of their records.
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The Fire Chief should establish a process to ensure that promotional eligibility lists and seniority
rankings maintained by BRFD are complete and accurate. The process should include supervisory
reviews and reconciliations of information input into the Roll Call system and the supervisory
review of all promotional eligibility lists before they are posted.
The Fire Chief should establish a process to ensure that BRFD follows state law and departmental
policy for all appointments.
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CHAPTER SEVEN – PERSONNEL ACTIONS
BRFD did not report personnel actions in compliance with state civil service law or City-Parish
policies. This resulted in employees who were not paid correctly or timely.

PERSONNEL ACTIONS INPUT INTO CITY-PARISH SYSTEMS
 The Payroll Clerk did not input twenty personnel actions into Munis timely as required to
ensure that the employees were paid correctly. The average lag time from the effective
date to Munis input date was 22 days. In the worst case, a promotion was not input for
307 days.
o Untimely inputs resulted in delayed merit increases for twelve Fire employees for
a total of $9,990. In two extreme cases, one employee did not receive a merit
increase for 44 pay periods resulting in back pay of $4,337 and another employee’s
merit increase was delayed by 30 pay periods resulting in in back pay of $2,230.
Pay increases for the other employees were delayed by two to seven pay periods.
o This is a repeat finding from 2012 payroll testing. One BRFD employee did not
have a personnel action form to document the initial approval of his education
allowance by the Fire Department. Consequently, there was no entry in the
payroll system to document the amount and effective date of the allowance.
 The Deputy Fire Chief did not create transfer memos and promotional lists in time for the
Payroll Clerk to input the actions before the effective date. Out of thirty personnel
actions, nineteen actions, or 63%, had Payroll Clerk notifications after the effective date.
 The Payroll Clerk did not input two personnel actions for suspensions in Munis resulting
in the employees’ personnel files not being updated. However, the Payroll Clerk did
include the suspensions in ExecuTime so the employees were not paid during this period.
 BRFD administration did not review the Payroll Clerk’s work. The personnel action forms
and systems input are not reviewed for completion, timeliness, or accuracy by another
clerk or by management before submission to Human Resources for final approval. No
one in BRFD administration is setup in the Munis workflow approval process.

PERSONNEL ACTIONS REPORTED TO MFPSCB AND STATE OFFICES
 The Payroll Clerk did not report 20 out of 23 personnel actions as required by state law to
the MFPCSB. Two additional actions were not reported timely.
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 Additionally, she did not report 32 personnel actions to the Office of the State Examiner
(OSE).
 The Payroll Clerk did not submit applications for six new hires to the State Supplemental
Pay Office three months prior to the effective date.
 There were discrepancies in City-Parish, MFPCSB, and OSE records related to missing
personnel actions and effective dates.

Recommendations:
The Fire Chief should immediately review, approve, and report all outstanding personnel actions
to the MFPCSB to ensure compliance with state law and that records are up-to-date.
The Fire Chief should develop a process to ensure all outstanding personnel actions are reviewed,
approved, and input timely into Munis and reported to outside entities.
The Fire Chief should ensure that transmittals for personnel actions are prepared and transferred
with enough time for the Payroll Clerk to input the actions into Munis timely.
The Fire Chief should ensure the personnel actions process includes a review of the Payroll Clerk’s
work for thoroughness, accuracy, and timely completion, in order to eliminate pay adjustments.
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CHAPTER EIGHT – OUTDATED ROLL CALL APPLICATION
BRFD’s Roll Call application used for daily scheduling, tracking leave and overtime, and calculating
seniority is approximately twenty years old. It does not function properly with new operating
systems. Currently Windows XP is used with the Roll Call application. Microsoft ended their
extended support for Windows XP in 2014. The requirement for using an older operating system
limits the new applications that can be used on the same computer. Additionally, the Roll Call
application is written in Microsoft Access, which is now older technology.
The Roll Call system has limited capability to separate user roles and permission. The program
does not track transactions. Therefore, there is no history of data actions, such as input, edits,
or deletions, or which user was responsible for the action.
BRFD and Information Services are reviewing a replacement for the Roll Call system. BRFD has
been in the testing phase over a year. The replacement process cannot move forward until BRFD
finalizes testing to determine the functionality of the program. The system being tested
addresses the limitations of the current system and has new features such as electronic
approvals.
At the exit conference, the interim Fire Chief said they have signed an agreement for a new
software. They anticipate that all employees will be trained on the new software by the first part
of 2022.

Recommendations:
BRFD should obtain a replacement for the Roll Call application with enhanced controls. They
should prioritize testing of the potential replacement. BRFD should consult the Information
Services Department to create a testing timeline and completion date.
BRFD should consult the BRIDGE Team to determine if the seniority function in Munis can be used
to track seniority as a replacement for tracking seniority within the Roll Call system.
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CHAPTER NINE – INEFFICIENT PAYROLL PROCESS
While the BRFD bi-weekly payroll process is complex, there are numerous inefficiencies as
discussed below.


There are redundancies in recording daily attendance, personnel actions, and sick leave.



BRFD’s process is paper intensive. Paper records are hand delivered from person to
person. All paper attendance records are retained in hard copy which requires manual
filing and storage. Staff was not filing timely as evidenced by the stacks of forms in the
file room. BRFD does not use an imaging system for payroll documentation.



Within the Fire Suppression Division, attendance information is verbally passed from
stations to District Chiefs who then verbally pass the information to Assistant Chiefs. The
Assistant Chiefs print a report from Roll Call and manually mark exceptions. The marked
up report is hand delivered to the Roll Call Clerk. She inputs the exceptions into the Roll
Call system instead of the Assistant Chiefs directly inputting the exceptions.



For divisions other than Fire Suppression, a divisional Fire Records Clerk records daily
attendance. The information is forwarded to the Roll Call Clerk for input. Then, the
information is input into ExecuTime by the Payroll Clerk. In a similar process, leave and
overtime requests are completed on a paper form, manually approved, and forwarded
for input into the Roll Call and ExecuTime systems by the Roll Call Clerk and Payroll Clerk,
respectively.

Fire Supression Division Daily Attendance
District Chief
Calls Stations Obtains attendance
Calls Asst. Chief Relays station
attendance
Asst. Chief

Notes relayed station
attendance

Other Divisions' Daily Roster
Sick List
Records Clerks

Asst. Chief

Prepare daily
attendance rosters
Email or deliver hard
copy of roster

Prepares list of
employees who were
reported as sick
Transfers hard copy of
list

Roll Call Clerk
Inputs attendance
into
Roll
Call
system based on
report and rosters
for all employees
Files all attendance
documentation

Marks Roll Call report
with notes &
exceptions
Delivers hard copy of
Roll Call report



BRFD tracks vacation and Fire Bank balances manually on Excel spreadsheets. Each pay
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period, the Chief’s Secretary or a Fire Records Clerk updates the vacation spreadsheet
based on a Roll Call report. At year-end, they manually transfer the vacation balances to
the Fire Bank balance spreadsheet. This process occurs after the fact.


There is redundancy in tracking leave usage and maintaining leave balances. BRFD does
not share the vacation and Fire Bank balances spreadsheets with Human Resources.
Human Resources uses the City-Parish systems to track these balances and updates occur
automatically with the bi-weekly payroll. However, Human Resources manually moves
BRFD employees’ vacation balances to their Fire Bank balance at year-end by special
entry.



The Deputy Chief prepares a spreadsheet of personnel actions. He hand delivers the
spreadsheet to the payroll clerk who prepares two personnel action forms – one for the
City-Parish and one for the state.



Daily attendance rosters and processes differ between divisions. The divisional forms do
not all include a designated space for approved signatures.



Because BRFD administration has not designated backup personnel for payroll staff, input
is not completed until the payroll staff returns from vacation or sick leave.

Duties Performed by the Payroll Clerk

Payroll

Personnel Actions

Inputs leave and overtime into
Executime for BRFD employees
Calculates step-up pay
Prepares pay adjustments
spreadsheet
Certifies payroll

Prepares personnel action forms in
payroll system and for the State
Processes supplemental pay
application

Payroll Clerk
Retirement

Maintains Hard Copy Files

Calculates leave trades and
severance pay calculations

Employee files
Sick leave documentation
Payroll Reports
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Recommendations:
BRFD should increase efficiencies in the payroll process by utilizing personnel and technology to
implement the following:
 Decentralize the payroll process; train multiple clerks to input attendance in the Roll Call
and ExecuTime systems;
 Require all 40-hour per week BRFD employees to record their own attendance and leave
in ExecuTime in accordance with payroll procedures for other City-Parish employees;
 Require Division Chiefs to electronically approve attendance and leave for 40-hour per
week employees in ExecuTime;
 Streamline the daily attendance process in the Fire Suppression Division to minimize the
verbal relay of information; maximize the use of technology; and utilize more levels of Fire
Suppression employees;
 Use electronic records to reduce the production and maintenance of paper records such
as automating workflows for leave requests and approvals;
 Use the Munis system to track all vacation (accrued, used and banked);
 Work with Human Resources to ensure BRFD employees’ balances are accurate;
 Use technology and electronic records to manage personnel actions;
 Identify the State’s requirements and work with Human Resources and Information
Services to incorporate those requirements into the City-Parish personnel action form;
 Standardize forms and input timelines; and
 Image paper records and dispose of them according to applicable destruction policies.
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CHAPTER TEN – EXIT CONFERENCE
We held an exit conference with Fire Department staff on Wednesday, July 28, 2021 with the
following persons in attendance:








Charles (Chad) Major, Interim Fire Chief
Jennifer Riles, Budget & Accounting Administrator
Carl Estess III, Chief of Operations
Curt Monte, Fire Public Information Officer
Justin Hill, Assistant Fire Public Information Officer
Barbara Baughman, Auditing Manager
Carol Marcantel, Chief Auditor

The contents of the report were fully discussed.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN – AUDITEE’S RESPONSE

The Department’s response is included on the following pages:
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